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Is it possible? 

n  Mesquita et al. (2010, Tellus A) 
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Antarctic sea-ice loss: implications 

n  Bader et al. (2010, Climate Dynamics) 

ECHAM5/MPI-OM IPCC SRESA1B scenario for 2081–
2099 and present-day climatology (1981–1999) Track density 
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What we propose to test 

n  Whether a future Antarctic sea-ice loss may lead to a 
substantial and robust impact on the spatio-temporal 
distribution of ISM rainfall 

n  We expect that the Antarctic future sea-ice loss is more 
important for the ISM than that  projected for the Arctic 
because the heating anomalies associated with the sea-ice 
reduction are by far the largest in the corresponding winter 
season  
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Two-fold hypothesis 

n  first part: Antarctic sea-ice loss reduces the southern-hemisphere 
winter atmospheric heat deficit in such a way that less energy has 
to be transported by the Hadley circulation from the warmer 
summer Northern Hemisphere (NH). The adjustment of the 
solstitial Hadley cell leads to an southward shift of the mean ITCZ.  

n  second part: southward shift of the ITCZ may favour break-type 
circulation regimes for the ISM.  
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Link between ITCZ and ISM 

toward the end of May and beginning of June. Other
characteristics are the primary ITCZ over the continen-
tal region between 20° and 25°N, the secondary ITCZ
between the equator and 10°S, and withdrawal in late
September (Fig. 4a). During the Australian summer
monsoon (December–March), the ITCZ is active be-
tween the equator and 15°S with dry conditions in the
Northern Hemisphere. The onset of the East Asian
summer monsoon (EAM) takes place in several stages
(Wu and Wang 2001). The ITCZ is weak during April
and the first onset of the EAM takes place in mid-May
with rapid transition and setting up of the meiyu front.
The second onset of the EAM takes place in early June
with the southern ITCZ moving rapidly to about 20°N
and setting up dry condition south of the equator (Fig.
4b). The seasonal migration of the ITCZ is a result of
seasonal evolution of the meridional gradient of tropo-
spheric heating illustrated by the evolution of the mean

temperature of the tropospheric layer between 200 and
600 hPa averaged between 30° and 100°E (Fig. 4c). The
meridional temperature gradient reverses sign around
the time of onset of the south Asian summer monsoon.
It may be noted that after the onset, the tropospheric
temperature in the north may be affected by the con-
vective heating associated with the ITCZ. The reversal
of meridional temperature gradient ushering the onset
of the monsoon is, however, not affected by the ITCZ
heating. The heating over the Tibetan Plateau plays a
crucial role in this seasonal evolution of the meridional
gradient of heating (Wu and Zhang 1998; Wu et al.
2002; Yanai et al. 1992) and is an important driving
mechanism for the MAC.

Summer ISOs and MAC

The monsoon ISOs also play an important role in
determining the climatological MAC (Figs. 3 and 4). It
may be noted from Fig. 4a that the climatological mean
daily precipitation, based on data for more than 25 yr,
still contains some residual intraseasonal variability and
“singularity” such as the rapid northward movement of
the rain belt by 10°–15° within a short time during the
onset phase and fluctuations within the season with a
period of about a month. The residual ISO and singu-
larity in the climatological MAC is due to phase locking
of monsoon ISOs with a certain phase of the annual
cycle (Kang et al. 1989; Wang and Xu 1997). Wang and
Xu (1997) and Kang et al. (1999) call them “climato-
logical intraseasonal oscillations” (CISOs). Thus, the
MAC contains a “slow annual cycle” primarily due to
the external forcing and a “fast annual cycle” arising
from the ISOs (Wang and LinHo 2002). We separate
the slow annual cycle component from the climatologi-
cal pentad mean CMAP (Xie and Arkin (1996)) using
a harmonic analysis and by constructing a sum of the
annual mean and the first three harmonics. The differ-
ence between the climatological mean annual cycle and
the slow annual cycle represents the fast annual cycle.
The amplitudes of the slow and the fast components of
the MAC of precipitation are shown in Figs. 5a,b. The
ratio between the two (Fig. 5c) shows that the fast an-
nual cycle contributes between 20% and 40% over
most of the Asian–Australian monsoon region. There
are regions such as the western Indian Ocean and Ara-
bia, south equatorial eastern Indian Ocean, and equa-
torial western Pacific, where the contribution of the fast
annual cycle could be even larger than that of the slow
annual cycle. The contribution to the seasonal evolu-
tion of the MAC (Figs. 3a,b) from the slow and fast
annual cycles is shown in Fig. 6. The south-to-north
transition of the rain belt associated with the slow an-
nual cycle smoothly follows the evolution of the solar

FIG. 4. Annual evolution of the ITCZ over, (a) the Indian mon-
soon region, defined by climatological precipitation (mm day!1)
averaged between 70° and 90°E and (b) the Australian monsoon
region, defined by climatological precipitation (mm day!1) aver-
aged between 120° and 140°E. (c) Annual evolution of climato-
logical mean temperature averaged between 200 and 600 hPa and
averaged over the Asian monsoon region between 30° and 110°E
in °C.
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Annual evolution of the ITCZ over, (a) the Indian monsoon region, defined by 
climatological precipitation (mm day 1) averaged between 70° and 90°E  
 

n  Goswami et al. (2006, J. Climate) 
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Slow/fast annual cycle 

related with that in the following June indicates a con-
tinuity of the climate year of the coupled ocean–atmo-
sphere system. The fact that all-India rainfall of June is
uncorrelated with that of July–September (JAS) rain-
fall indicates that the biennial transition takes place
between June and July. Based on these findings, they
propose a slightly modified conceptual model monsoon
year (Yasunari 1991; Yasunari and Seki 1992) for the
coupled monsoon/atmosphere–ocean system as shown
in Fig. 7. This schematic diagram depicts sequence two
successive monsoon years, a year starting from the
mid–late northern summer (JAS) and persists till early
next summer (June). In the figure, a sequence of a
“weak” monsoon year is shown followed by a “strong”
monsoon year. The east–west Walker circulation is
weakened associated with a weak monsoon and leads to
colder SST in the western Pacific and warmer SST in
the eastern Pacific in the following seasons (an El Niño
condition). The colder SST in the western Pacific is
crucial in maintaining anomalous ENSO state from
winter until next June actively leading to a weaker
Asian monsoon during early summer. The right side of
the figure depicts the processes in a strong monsoon

year. The strong convective activity during the mid–late
summer leads to a cold condition in the eastern Pacific
and a warm condition in the western Pacific during the
following winter (a La Niña condition). The La Niña
signal in the western Pacific carried by the ocean until
the next June maintains a strong Asian monsoon in
June.

Thus, there is evidence that air–sea interaction plays
an important role in the observed TBO. However, it is
not clear that air–sea coupling is essential for existence
of the observed TBO. It may be noted that most
coupled GCMs (CGCMs) that simulate TBO have a
significant systematic bias in simulating the climatologi-
cal mean AC. Systematic biases in simulating the cli-
matological mean may play a significant role in simu-
lating a TBO in many of these CGCMs. Hence, it is not
well settled that air–sea coupling is essential for the
existence of the TBO. It is possible that a TBO may be
triggered by atmospheric internal dynamics but ampli-
fied through air–sea coupling. In section 6, we provide
such a possibility as a counterexample.

In addition to the ENSO-related ocean–atmosphere
interaction, local warm-ocean atmosphere interaction

FIG. 6. Contribution of the slow annual cycle to the seasonal evolution of ITCZ (precipitation; mm day!1) over (a) the Indian region
(70°–90°E) and (b) the Australian monsoon region (120°–140°E). (c), (d) Same as in (a) and (b), respectively, but for contribution from
the fast annual cycle. Values greater than 6 mm day!1 are shaded in (a) and (b).Contour interval is 1 mm day!1 in (c) and (d), and
minimum contours are "0.5 mm day!1 (solid) and !0.5 mm day!1 (dashed).
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n  Goswami et al. (2006, J. Climate) 
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Work Packages 

n  WP1: Analysis of existing model simulations, definition of 
relevant indices, preliminary hypotheses and core sensitivity 
experiments 

n  WP2: Interdependence of the zonal-mean atmospheric 
circulation, the ITCZ and the ISM 

n  WP3: Interaction between the southern annular mode and 
sea-ice via storm track dynamics 

n  WP4: Outreach, hydrological implications, and research 
school 
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Thank you! 

n  If you are interested in the project, or if you would like to be a 
stakeholder in our discussions, feel free to send us an e-mail: 

n  michel.mesquita@uni.no 


